
Superstar  
4 wall line dance Choreographer: Raymond Sarlemijn, Roy Verdonk, and Darren Bailey. 
Music by Jamalia, Superstar  

Kick ball change, mambo cross, step to the side, behind step, turn 1/4 forward, forward. 

1 Kick RF to 2 o’clock.  
& Put weight on RF  
2 Put weight on LF  
3 &4 make a mambo cross with RF to 11 o’clock.  
5 step LF to 9 o’clock.  
6 Put RF behind LF.  
7 turn ¼ over your LF shoulder and step forward to 9 o’clock.  
& Step forward on RF  
8 Step forward on LF to 9 o’clock. 

Walk back, applejack, hip movements.  

1 Step back with RF.  
2 Step back with LF.  
3 Step back with RF.  
4 Step back with LF.  
5 Make a applejack to the left and swing your hip into it.  
6 Make a applejack to the right and swing your hip into it.  
7 Make a applejack to the left and swing your hip into it.  
8 Make a applejack to the right and swing your hip into it 

Arms hip movements, kick ball change, mambo cross.  

1 put both arms in the air and wave them to the right, while doing this move your right hip also into  
the right direction.  
& Keep your arms in the air and wave to the left, do the same with your hips.  
2 Repeat count 1.  
3&4 repeat count 1&2.  
5 Kick RF to 10 o’clock.  
& Put weight on RF  
6 Put weight on LF  
7 &8 make a mambo cross with RF to 8 o’clock. 

Step forward, sailor step, step forward, step back turn ¼, turn ½, point forward, swivel.  

1 Step LF to 7 o’clock.  
2 &3 make a sailorstep start with RF, finish facing 11 o’clock.  
4 Step froward on LF to 11 o’clock.  
5 Turn ¼ over your left shoulder.while doing this step back on your RF.  
6 Turn ½ over your LF shoulder and step forward on LF to 3 o’clock.  
7 Point RF forward, keep weight on LF.  
& Swivel both heels to right.  
8 put both heels back in place, end of dance and start over again. 


